
 



 

SHERBORNE SCHOOL AND ABBEY, c.1850 
 

This view of Sherborne School and the Abbey Church from the north as it appeared in 1850 has been reconstructed from documentary and archaeological 
evidence.   
 
The Abbey appears with its pre-restoration roof line and window arrangement.  The eastern Lady Chapels were then the Headmaster’s House, having been 
converted in 1560 and divided from the Church by a thin plaster partition.  One Vicar complained that ‘the Master’s wife heard all their chants, and they 
heard all her polkas’.  In front of it can be seen its low Kitchen and immediately to its east the fine Jacobean School room which still stands [Old School 
Room].  Behind the Schoolroom the School Barton led through a seventeenth century doorway into Church Lane. 
 
North of the Schoolroom the Bell Building, with its Gothic cupola housing the bell, was erected in 1835 and gave its name to the Bell Court, the area 
immediately to its west in which boys are shown playing.  West of the Court lay the timber-fronted Box Building put up by the Governors in 1697 to house 
boys during a smallpox epidemic.  It was pulled down in 1855, but its cellars were excavated in 1974 and found to lie on the line of the former thirteenth 
century Chapter House.  In the Ball Court to its west the game of Fives was played as early as 1675 and is referred to in a document as ‘ye fives place’.   
 
The building against the north transept of the Abbey with a lean-to roof, now known as the ‘Slype’, is the only surviving portion of the monks’ Dormitory and 
originally stretched northward at least as far as the bottom of the picture.  It was bought by the School in 1550 for use as a brewery, and important Saxon 
remains have been found within it.  The narrow, walled passage west of the Ball Court was in 1850 a public pathway into the north aisle of the Church and 
stands on the site of the east walk of the fourteenth century Cloisters.   
 
In the foreground, occupying the site of the present School House, was the Headmaster’s garden and orchard, its walls built with stones from the former 
Prior’s House demolished in 1755.  The thirteenth century building on the extreme right, with the arches of the former monastic Cloisters on its wall, was the 
Cellarer’s Range with the Guesten Hall above, and now houses the School Library.  In 1850 it was a silk mill. 
 
In the bottom right corner are the present Headmaster’s offices, originally part of the Abbot’s Kitchen, but in 1850 a private residence called the ‘Abbey 
House’, with its garden across the road and over the low wall in front of it.   
 
The School arms are those of its founder, King Edward the Sixth. 




